
"Justyna Tatys is famous for creating luxury interior design projects
filled with character and soul. Passionate about the ultimate luxury
experience, the interior designer has created her own design studio
that although it features inspiring home staging services and offices
design ideas, it is specialized in exquisite residential projects, such as
bespoke apartments, houses, and lofts."

Get a Regal Look For Your Bathroom With 
Justyna Tatys



"Based in Wroclaw, Justyna Tatys inspiring design studio offers the best
high-quality services for every stage of the interior design project, like
design stage, visual effect,  and space organization."

"The Newton bathtub design features a single-slipper style
shape, a timeless detail that conveys comfort. It has a
distinctive curved lip, made out of gold plated cast iron,
revealing a golden interior. The high-gloss black and gold
lacquered spheres make the perfect combination to make this
a sculptural and artistic piece."



"From Justyna Tatys inspiring portfolio, one of the best interior
design projects that became viral is the incredible suite specially
designed for the ZŁOTA 44 Tower in Warsaw. With an open
concept design between the exquisite bedroom and the luxury
bathroomarea, this incredible luxury design project was created
to amaze anyone who is lucky enough to step in it!"



"Inspired by the mystic behind the name, Eden towel rack
represents a part of the tree of knowledge and the tale of the birth
of desire. This exquisite bathroom accessory is fully made of
polished casted brass, with a delicately engraved top exposing the
heart of a golden tree to the very heart of a home. A golden touch
to your luxury bathroom."



"Using global trends, Justyna Tatys successfully combines elegance,
quality, functionality, and modernity into a coherent whole. The
interior designergained experience in the industry through
individual practice, which is why she ensures that all arrangement
works are carried out at every stage of the project. When creating
every project, she uses new design techniques, and specially
selected color bases, sophisticated furniture, and sophisticated
accessories guarantee the possibility of a perfect match."



"Newton is an organic shaped freestanding made out of casted
aluminum spheres that merge to create a tabletop, providing a
unique design approach to this bathroom decor piece. It features
an integrated round sink in polished brass for some golden
accents. This unique freestanding design by Maison
Valentina is a true piece of art!"



"Looking for inspiration, Justyna Tatys participates in the best
design fairs throughout Europe. Based on experience and
knowledge of the European interior design market, she tries to
offer clients original and at the same time functional solutions,
taking care of their preferences and needs."



"The KIKI Side Table evokes the romantic and seductive
beauty of Parisian cabaret life into your bathroom design.
The revealing frilled undergarments, the surprise high kicks,
hoops in a circle accompanied by blinding splendor give this
table a sassy new spin
 to this unique side table design."

Text available on the site:
https://www.maisonvalentina.net/blog/regal-look-
bathroom-justyna-tatys/


